BENEFITS OF ORBIT LED LIGHTING

Orbit Industries stocks a large assortment of LED Lighting fixtures on both coasts. We can deliver these fixtures to most job sites in three working days or less! Orbit's outdoor LED lighting consists of Wall Packs, Flood Lights, Canopies, Area Lights, and Landscape Lights. We even carry indoor LED High Bays for large warehouses and gymnasiums. Most LED fixtures are DLC 4.0+ or DLC Premium certified.

ENERGY EFFICIENT

- Save thousands of dollars in energy consumption and de-lamping costs
- 50,000+ life hours, even at continuous operation
- DLC 4.0 and DLC Premium fixtures qualify for most utility rebates

INCREASED SAFETY AND EMPLOYEE SATISFACTION

- Crisp LED light source reduces shadows that impair visibility
- Uniform light distribution increases worker productivity
- Brighter, more welcoming atmosphere for guests and employees

WARRANTIED BY A REPUTABLE MANUFACTURER

- 5-Year Limited Warranty on Commercial LED Lighting
  *(2-Year for Landscape Lighting)*
- Over 20 years serving the electrical industry
- Orbit stands by its Warranties, and makes every effort to satisfy customer needs